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I. INTRODUCTION

The rise of social media has brought renewed attention to a profound dilemma confronting democratic theory and practice. On the one hand, social media allows for new and accessible forms of speech, persuasion, and association, thereby strengthening the discourse that lies at the heart of a democratic system of government. On the other hand, social media gives rise to a host of ills, including fake news, polarization, echo chambers, extremism, radicalization, and fragmentation, which undermines the long-term health of democracy. Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. election provides the most vivid illustration of the destabilizing impact of social media on democracy. Domestic engagement in disinformation likewise poses a significant threat.

In one sense, the free speech dilemma is hardly new. The freedom of speech has always been indispensable for, yet potentially detrimental to, democracy. However, the familiar argument about the truth-revealing character of the marketplace of ideas has been put to the test in recent years, particularly in the face of fake news and the emergence of deep fakes. Moreover, the decline of democracy and the concomitant rise of populist authoritarianism around the globe has revealed the inherent

---

1 CASS R. SUNSTEIN, #REPUBLIC: DIVIDED DEMOCRACY IN THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 24-25 (2017) (cataloguing the complex issues raised by social media for freedom of speech); Richard L. Hasen, Cheap Speech and What It Has Done (to American Democracy), 16 FIRST AMEND. REV. 200, 200 (2018) (observing that the democratization of speech has a dark side, namely the undermining of mediating and stabilizing institutions).


3 Persily, supra note 2, at 70 (noting that “fake news is a problem because voters may be manipulated and make important policy and political choices based on dubious information”); Abby K. Wood & Ann M. Ravel, Fool Me Once: Regulating “Fake News” and Other Online Advertising, 91 S. CAL. L. REV. 1223, 1237 (2018) (noting that disinformation damages democracy “by undermining our faith in our institutions, weakening voter competence, and splintering the electorate”).
The dilemma posed by social media thus presents an urgent issue when considering the ongoing health and sustainability of a democratic order. This Article focuses on Canada’s efforts to confront the challenges of social media and disinformation. It makes two interrelated claims. First, it argues for a multifaceted public-private approach that employs a suite of complementary tactics including: (1) disclosure and transparency laws; (2) content-based regulation and self-regulation; (3) norm-based strategies; and (4) civic education and media literacy efforts. It outlines Canada’s efforts to inoculate the electoral process from the harms of disinformation, focusing in particular on both public and private initiatives for each of the four categories. In addition, it argues that the Canadian approach contains a mix of legal regulation (regulation imposed by the state), self-regulation (regulation by private actors), and co-regulation (regulation through cooperation between private actors and public actors). As such, the Canadian approach is multifaceted in two respects: first, because it employs a suite of tactics; and second, because it involves a mix of regulatory approaches.

Second, the Article argues that the objective of this multifaceted public-private approach is to optimize the tradeoff between defending against disinformation and protecting the freedom of speech. Removing all disinformation would be too costly from a free-speech perspective. The


5 For an analysis of the harms of the internet, and possible reforms, see Nathaniel Persily, Kofi Annan Foundation The Internet’s Challenge to Democracy: Framing the Problem and Assessing Reforms (2019). Professor Persily identifies a number of possible reforms, including deletion, demotion, disclosure, delay, dilution and divergence, deterrence, and digital literacy.” Id. at 6-7, 36-50.

6 Andreas Busch, Patrick Theiner & Yana Breindl, Internet Censorship in Liberal Democracies: Learning from Autocracies?, in Managing Democracy in the Digital Age: Internet Regulation, Social Media Use, and Online Civic Engagement 16 (Julia Schwanholz, Peter-Tobias Stoll & Todd Graham eds., 2018). Generally, English-speaking countries (the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom) have preferred self-regulation, while EU members are more likely to use co-regulation and legal regulation. Id. at 20.
The dilemma posed by social media is in some sense irresolvable and unavoidable. The Article catalogues the various shortcomings with the tactics adopted in Canada but it concludes that this multifaceted approach is preferable to no action at all. Despite the flaws of each tactic, the combined and interactive effects of a multifaceted approach provide helpful protections against some of the harms of disinformation while still protecting the freedom of speech. In addition, Canada’s multifaceted public-private approach signals the importance of electoral integrity thereby shoring up the public trust that is indispensable to sustaining a democratic order. Democratic stability depends in no small measure on citizen trust in the integrity of elections.

This Article is organized in five sections. Part II provides a brief overview of the electoral system in Canada. Part III turns to disclosure and transparency laws, focusing in particular on the new legally mandated political ad registry and industry responses to it. Part IV addresses content-based regulation and content-based self-regulation. It claims that narrow content-based regulations prohibiting “false election speech,” as adopted in Canada, help to protect electoral integrity, and by extension, foster ongoing confidence in the democratic process. Part V examines two publicly-led initiatives—the Declaration on Electoral Integrity and the Digital Charter—which I suggest play an important role establishing and reinforcing democratic norms with respect to the digital world. Part VI focuses on citizen education and media literacy initiatives by both public and private entities, which help to build social resilience to disinformation. The conclusion summarizes the main themes.

II. ELECTIONS IN CANADA

The right to vote is constitutionally protected in Canada. Section 3 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms provides that “every citizen of Canada has the right to vote in an election of the members of the House of Commons or of a legislative assembly and to be qualified for

---

7 Hasen, supra note 1, at 33 (describing confidence in free and fair elections as the “bedrock of democracy”).
8 Id. at 14.
membership therein.” The Charter contains two additional provisions that protect democratic rights. Section 4 sets a maximum duration of five years for the life of the House of Commons or a provincial legislature, although this period can be extended in the event of a national crisis. Section 5 guarantees a sitting of Parliament and the legislatures at least once every year. The democratic rights protected under sections 3, 4 and 5 of the Charter cannot be overridden by the legislative exercise of the notwithstanding clause in section 33, although they are subject under section 1 to “such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.”

The Supreme Court of Canada has handed down several significant election law decisions. For example, the court upheld the constitutionality of campaign finance regulations, struck down restrictions on inmate voting, and set a standard for electoral redistricting.

Canada has a first-past-the-post electoral system. National elections are governed by the Canada Elections Act, and administered by Elections Canada, an independent and non-partisan agency. In 2007, Canada adopted fixed election date legislation which stipulates that a general election is to take place every four years on the third Monday of October. Despite the fixed date legislation, the Governor General, on the advice of the Prime Minister, can still call an election at any time. Another important feature of the electoral system is the election period (also known as the writ period), which lasts for a minimum of 36 days before the date of the election. The Canada Elections Act sets out campaign finance limits for advertising expenses incurred by political

---

10 For an overview of the Supreme Court of Canada’s election law decisions, see Yasmin Dawood, Democratic Rights, in The Oxford Handbook of the Canadian Constitution (Peter Oliver, Patrick Macklem & Nathalie Des Rosiers eds., 2017).
13 Reference re Provincial Electoral Boundaries (Sask), [1991] 2 S.C.R. 158 (Can.).
parties, candidates, and third parties during the election period. These advertising expenses are partially reimbursed subject to various requirements, thereby providing a significant public dimension to the campaign finance regime. The Canada Elections Act also establishes contribution limits for individuals and prohibits donations by corporations and unions.

In December 2018, the federal government passed the Elections Modernization Act, Bill C-76 (the “Act”), which ushered in sweeping amendments to the Canada Elections Act. The Elections Modernization Act reversed several changes that had been introduced by the Fair Elections Act, which was enacted by the previous Conservative government in 2014.15 For example, the Act reintroduced vouching and allowed voter information cards to be used as proof of identity. The Act also introduced new rules, such as limiting the election period to 50 days, introducing reporting requirements for third parties, implementing measures to prevent foreign interference, and requiring that online platforms maintain a registry of all digital political advertisements.16 The Act also ushered in a new “pre-election period” which begins on the June 30th before the holding of a general election and ends on the first day of the election period.17 New campaign finance rules apply to

15 The last major change to Canada’s elections laws was the Fair Elections Act, passed by the previous Conservative government in 2014. Major changes introduced by the Fair Elections Act included the elimination of vouching, limitations on what information the Chief Electoral Officer and Elections Canada could communicate to the public, moving the Commissioner of Canada Elections out of Elections Canada and into the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions, and increasing donation limits. The Fair Elections Act was heavily criticized by experts, in particular by hundreds of academics who wrote two open letters, which generated considerable public attention (full disclosure: I was one of the principal authors of the open letters). See Melissa Williams et al., An Open Letter on the Fair Elections Act, GLOBE & MAIL (Apr. 23, 2014), https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/an-open-letter-from-academics-on-bill-c-23/article18114166/ [https://perma.cc/27KD-7NQQ].


17 The election period often begins on the 37th day before the date of the general election, which for fixed date elections is the third Monday of October four years
political parties\textsuperscript{18} and third parties\textsuperscript{19} for advertising expenses during the pre-election period.

\section*{III. DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY}

To respond to the problem of disinformation, the Canadian government has primarily relied on transparency and disclosure requirements for political advertising. The \textit{Election Modernization Act} requires third parties to identify themselves using taglines in all partisan advertising messages during the pre-election period\textsuperscript{20} and all election advertising messages during the election period.\textsuperscript{21} Third parties must also comply with new accounting and disclosure requirements.\textsuperscript{22} In addition, political parties are now required to add disclaimers for partisan advertising messages.\textsuperscript{23} The main mechanism, however, is that online platforms are now required to publish a digital registry of partisan and election advertising messages.\textsuperscript{24} Not every online platform, however, is subject to the requirement. The registry requirement applies only to online platforms after the last general election. Elections Modernization Act, S.C. 2018, c 31, s 2(7), amending Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c 9, s 2(1) (Can.).

\textsuperscript{18} The limit on partisan advertising expenses during the pre-election period for registered political parties will be $2,046,800 for 2019 (a base amount of $1.4 million, multiplied by an inflation adjustment factor). \textit{Elections Canada, Political Financing Handbook for Registered Parties and Chief Agents} 70 (Jun. 2019).


\textsuperscript{20} Elections Modernization Act, S.C. 2018, c 31, s 222(3), amending Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c 9, s 349.5 (Can.).

\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id.} at s 352. The taglines must contain the third party’s name, phone number, civic or internet address and an indication that it has authorized the message.


\textsuperscript{23} Elections Modernization Act, S.C. 2018, c 31, s 262, amending Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c 9, s 429.3 (Can.).

\textsuperscript{24} Elections Modernization Act, S.C. 2018, c 31, s 208.1, amending Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c 9, s 325.1(2) (Can.).
that, during a specified time period, had a certain number of monthly visits by internet users in Canada. Online platforms that meet this threshold must publish a digital registry of partisan advertising messages (which are displayed during the pre-election period) and election advertising messages (which are displayed during the election period) on the platform. Partisan advertising messages are basically the equivalent of express advocacy, while election advertising messages include express advocacy and issue advertising that is associated with a party or a candidate. As such, the Act requires online platforms to provide information about issue advertising during the election period but not during the pre-election period.

In terms of specific requirements, the registry must include an electronic copy of each partisan or election advertising message published on the platform and the name of the person who authorized the message. The publication period of the registry is fairly lengthy. For election and partisan advertising messages, the platform must publish the relevant information starting on the first day the platform publishes the ad and ending two years after the end of the election period. The online platform must keep the information included in the registry for five years after the end of the publication period. The person or entity purchasing the advertisement is responsible for providing the platform

---

25 Id. An online platform is broadly construed as any website or application that displays regulated advertising.
26 Id.
27 Election advertising is defined as “the transmission to the public by any means during an election period of an advertising message that promotes or opposes a registered party or the election of a candidate, including by taking a position on an issue with which a registered party or candidate is associated,” while partisan advertising is defined as “the transmission to the public by any means during a pre-election period of an advertising message that promotes or opposes a registered party or eligible party or the election of a potential candidate, nomination contestant or leader of a registered party or eligible party, otherwise than by taking a position on an issue with which any such party or person is associated.” Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c 9, s 2(1) (Can.).
29 Id.
30 Id.
with the necessary information for the online registry. Owners and operators of online platforms could face fines of up to $50,000 if they intentionally violate the registry requirement, whereas unintentional violations are subject to fines of up to $2,000, and/or a term of imprisonment of up to three months.

The Act’s online ad registry requirements are similar in approach to the proposed *Honest Ads Act* in the U.S. The objective of the proposed *Honest Ads Act* is to expand disclosure rules for online advertisements. The bill was prompted by concerns over Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, as well as the “growing centrality of online platforms in the lives of Americans.” The bill would expand the definition of “electioneering communication” to include paid internet and digital advertisements, placing such advertisements within the ambit of election and campaign finance laws. It would require online platforms that meet a threshold of monthly visitors to keep a publicly accessible record of all political ad purchases in excess of $500. It would also require “paid for” disclosures on a wide array of online ads. Media outlets and online platforms would be required to make “reasonable efforts” to ensure that foreign nationals are not buying political advertisements, directly or indirectly. The bill was reintroduced in 2019, but it is unlikely to pass in the Republican-dominated Senate.

---

31 *Id.*
32 Id.
36 *Id.*
38 Miller, *supra* note 35. The House previously passed H.R. 1 which included the *Honest Ads Act.*
There are advantages and drawbacks to Canada’s online ad registry.\textsuperscript{39} On the plus side, the registry promises to enhance transparency and reduce disinformation because both the ad and the name of the person who authorized the message are made publicly available in the registry. There are, however, criticisms of the ad registry. First, some critics have argued that the ads registry does not go far enough because it does not require platforms to provide information about advertisers’ targeting strategies, thereby missing an opportunity for the public oversight of targeted advertising and for gathering data about the effectiveness of micro-targeting.\textsuperscript{40} A second drawback to the ads registry is that it is unlikely to uncover foreign interference. Foreign adversaries engaging in covert interference will most likely impersonate Canadian citizens and organizations and will not provide the platforms with genuine information. In the U.S., for example, employees of the Russian IRA entity impersonated U.S. individuals and entities in order to buy political ads on social media.\textsuperscript{41}

A third category of criticism is that online ad registries go too far. These registries may dampen free speech because online providers will forgo political advertising in order to avoid the reporting requirements. Concerns about self-censorship and overreach are mitigated somewhat by the fact that the registry applies only to paid advertisements, which Elections Canada has clarified as referring to messages that have or


would otherwise have a placement cost. As a result, many forms of political communication will escape the requirements. For instance, advertising messages could avoid the registry if they are posted for free on social media, even if expenses were incurred in their creation. The regulations also explicitly exclude a number of categories of communication, including: (1) text messages, e-mails, and other private messages; (2) user-generated content posted for free on social media; (3) editorials, columns, or news articles; and (4) messages and content, including videos, on a political entity’s own website or on free websites, such as YouTube.

With respect to self-censorship by online platforms, the experience in Canada has been mixed. In response to the online registry requirement, several online platforms, including Microsoft (Bing, MSN), Reddit, Amazon.ca, and Google banned political ads during the Canadian election altogether, citing concerns about setting up the registries in the given time period. Google announced in March 2019 that it would be banning political advertising on its platforms ahead of the 2019 federal election, on the basis that the new ad registry rules would be too difficult to comply with in the time frame. A 2016 study estimated that Google accounted for 47.7% of Internet advertising market share in Canada.

Google’s decision to not accept political advertising could have

---

44 New Registry Requirements, supra note 42.
45 Elizabeth Thompson, Most of Canada’s Top Websites Won’t Post Federal Election Ads This Year, CBC NEWS (May 1, 2019, 4:00 AM), https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/online-election-advertising-canada-1.5116753 [https://perma.cc/L3JU-7AZA].
47 Id.
impacted other websites as well given their reliance on Google for programmatic ad serving.48

Twitter banned partisan political advertisements during the pre-election period, which began on June 30, 2019.49 The reason for the ad prohibition was that Twitter had to build the necessary infrastructure support.50 Issue advertisements, however, were permitted over the summer.51 Twitter planned to launch its online ad registry once the election period began, at which time both partisan and issue advertisements would be permitted. However, in October 2019, Twitter adopted a global prohibition of paid political content.52

Elections Canada confirmed that companies were still bound by their obligations under the law even if they banned political ads on their platform, and that they could be fined thousands of dollars if regulated ads appeared on their site without being included in a registry.53 These fines, however, may not furnish a significant deterrence given the


49 Id.


revenue generated by online advertising. Furthermore, political ad bans by online platforms may be ineffective because these platforms could continue to sell advertising space despite the restrictions. In response to Washington state’s political advertising transparency regulations, for example, both Google and Facebook announced that they would no longer sell political ads for local races because they could not meet the state’s disclosure requirements. However, in spite of its ban on political ads, Google continued to sell ads for Washington state campaigns, receiving more than $13,000 for ads targeting the November 2018 election.

While most online platforms in Canada experienced some difficulty complying with new ad registry legislation, Facebook appeared to have complied by rolling out several new initiatives. First, Facebook announced the launch of an Ad Library in June 2019 in order to meet the ad registry requirements in the Elections Modernization Act. Ads about social issues, elections, or politics will remain in the Ad Library for 7 years, including demographic information about the ad’s viewers such as age, gender, and location. Facebook had already established a publicly searchable archive of all political and issue advertisements on Facebook and Instagram in the United States. Second, Facebook identified Canada-specific issues for the “Ads About Social Issues,

56 Id.
58 Id.
Elections or Politics” policy.” Social issues are broadly defined to include the following topics: civil and social rights, economy, environmental politics, health, immigration, political values and governance, security and foreign policy. Elections or politics include political figures, political parties, legislation and “get out the vote” campaigns. Ads about social issues will remain in the Ad Library for 7 years, and will be accompanied by various metrics such as its range of impressions and the demographic information of the people who saw the ad. Third, Facebook implemented an authorization process for all advertisers in Canada who are running ads about social issues, elections, or politics. The authorization process requires advertisers to confirm their identity and location in Canada in addition to disclosing the person responsible for the ad. Fourth, Facebook began offering access to the Ad Library API, which allows customized keyword searches of the ads stored in the Ad library. Researchers, journalists, and academics can use the API to study political advertising and social issues. As discussed in Part IV.B below, however, there are significant concerns about how digital platforms, including Facebook, engage in self-regulation of fake news.

In sum, the main drawback to mandatory disclosure such as the political ad registry requirement is self-censorship. However, once online platforms have built the necessary infrastructure, the benefits from disclosure are significant. It should be noted, however, that the ad registry requirement applies only to paid political content; as such, there is no regulation of organic content, which can likewise be affected by disinformation campaigns.

---

60 Facebook Can., supra note 57.
62 Id.
63 Facebook Can., supra note 57.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 Id.
IV. CONTENT-BASED REGULATION AND SELF REGULATION

Content-based regulations for combatting disinformation raise significant free speech concerns. France’s fake news law, for example, has been described as censorship by opposition politicians and the media. Some countries have imposed criminal penalties for the creation or dissemination of fake news. For instance, Singapore has passed a law requiring online media platforms carry warnings or remove content the government deems false, with violations carrying a prison term of up to 10 years. Russia has passed several laws targeting fake news, including a bill that bans the spread of “unreliable socially-important information” that could endanger public security and order. According to Freedom House, the broad wording of the Russian legislation allows for politically motivated removals in addition to threatening the freedom of expression. Given the need to protect the freedom of speech, government bans on fake news are not a viable option in liberal democracies.

---

a. Government Restrictions on Misleading Publications and False Statements

Canada has two narrow content-based restrictions to target “false election speech,” which Richard Hasen has defined as false speech about the mechanics of voting. The Canadian version covers a broader category of speech since it also addresses false statements about candidates and party leaders. These restrictions apply only during the election period.

With respect to the first mechanism, the prohibition on misleading publications, the *Elections Modernization Act* creates an offence of distributing or publishing any material during an election period that purports to be "made, distributed, transmitted or published by or under the authority of the Chief Electoral Officer, or a returning officer, political party, candidate or prospective candidate" where the material was not authorized but was published with the intent of misleading the public into believing that it was so authorized. Previously, only the impersonation of such persons was prohibited under the *Canada Elections Act*. The restriction also provides factors a court may use to determine whether the offense has been committed, including whether the material contained a name, logo, or domain name that is "distinctive and commonly associated with" the Chief Electoral Officer, political party, or candidate. The prohibition exempts parody and satire.

The second legal mechanism to combat disinformation is the prohibition on publishing false statements to affect election results. The *Elections Modernization Act* made significant amendments to an existing prohibition in Section 91 of the *Canada Elections Act*. As revised by the Act, Section 91 prohibits a person with the intention of affecting the

---

72 Hasen, *supra* note 1, at 14.
73 *Canada Elections Act*, S.C. 2000, c 9, s 481, as amended by *Elections Modernization Act*, S.C. 2018, c 31, s 323 (Can.).
75 *Canada Elections Act*, S.C. 2000, c 9, s 481, as amended by *Elections Modernization Act*, S.C. 2018, c 31, s 323 (Can.).
76 *Canada Elections Act*, S.C. 2000, c 9, ss 480.1(2), 481(3) (Can.).
results of an election from making or publishing during the election period (1) a false statement that a candidate, prospective candidate, party leader, or public figure associated with a party has committed a federal or provincial offense (or has been charged with or is under investigation for an offense) and (2) a false statement about the “citizenship, place of birth, education, professional qualifications or membership in a group or association” with respect to a candidate, prospective candidate, party leader, or public figure associated with a party. The previous version of Section 91 prohibited persons from knowingly making any false statement of fact relating to a candidate or prospective candidate’s “personal character or conduct” with the intention of affecting the results of an election. The revised version removes the word “knowingly” from Section 91, thereby broadening the scope of the restrictions. The revised version has also been expanded to include statements about the leader of a political party or a public figure associated with a political party. At the same time, the revised version significantly narrows the type of content covered from false statements about “personal character or conduct” to false statements about an itemized list of basic facts. The Elections Modernization Act also revised Section 92, which originally forbade any person from “knowingly” making false statements that a candidate has withdrawn but which was revised to exclude the word “knowingly.”

These two government measures—the prohibition on misleading publications and the prohibition on false statements—raise constitutional concerns. In R. v. Zundel, the Supreme Court of Canada affirmed that false speech is constitutionally protected under section 2(b) of the Charter. The court struck down a provision of the Criminal Code which prohibited the publication of false information or news. The defendant had been convicted for violating this false news provision

---

78 Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c 9, s 91 (Can.) as it appeared on January 18, 2019.
due to his publication of a booklet espousing denial of the Holocaust. The court rejected the idea that deliberate lies can never have social value, and noted the difficulty in determining whether some statements are true or false. Despite the holding in Zundel, the Supreme Court of Canada has generally been more receptive to restrictions on speech as compared to the U.S. Supreme Court. For instance, the Supreme Court of Canada upheld the constitutionality of restrictions on speech such as pornography, hate speech, and commercial speech. In general, if the restriction is minimally impairing, and if the salutary effects of the law outweigh the deleterious effects, a court is likely to find the restriction on speech to be justified. Crucially, for the two false election speech measures at issue, the court has also upheld the constitutionality of campaign finance regulations. In addition, the court upheld a regulation which prohibited the publicizing of election results from some electoral districts before polls had closed in others. While the court subjects restrictions on the right to vote to rigorous scrutiny, it tends to be deferential to Parliament when it comes to many of the rules that govern the electoral process.

With respect to the restriction on misleading publications, a court is likely to find that the regulation violates the freedom of expression but is nonetheless justified under section 1 of the Charter. The ban on misleading publications applies only to publications which purport to be published by Elections Canada, a political party, or a candidate. It applies only during the election period and it exempts parody and satire. The restriction is narrowly drawn to prevent misinformation that could mislead voters and undermine public confidence in the integrity of the electoral process.

---

81 Id.
82 Id.
The prohibition on false statements, however, presents a closer case. Its constitutionality has been recently challenged in court.86 A central question is whether the Supreme Court’s decision in R. v. Zundel, the false speech case discussed above, can be distinguished. One important distinction is that the prohibition at issue in Zundel was very broad since it banned “false statements deemed likely to injure or cause mischief to any public interest.”87 By contrast, the revised Section 91 is far narrower in scope. It only covers, in the context of an election, false statements about a limited range of topics: citizenship, place of birth, education, professional qualifications, membership in a group or association, and the commission of an offense (or being charged with or under investigation for an offense). It is even narrower than the previous version of Section 91, which forbade false statements about the candidate’s personal character or conduct. Indeed, the Commissioner of Canada Elections Yves Côté, when testifying before the Senate in November 2018, described the revised version of Section 91 as “unnecessarily restrictive” because it no longer covered a wide range of false statements.88 In addition, the restriction only applies during the election period, further limiting its impact on free expression. That being said, the revised Section 91 no longer requires that the false statement be made “knowingly,” thereby broadening the scope of affected speech. While it is difficult to prove that a person knew a statement was false, removing the knowledge requirement means that the innocent replication of a false statement, such as by sharing it over social media, could also amount to a publication of that statement under Section 91. Even though it is highly unlikely that Section 91 would be enforced in such situations, there is no explicit exemption for innocent

86 A Charter challenge has been filed against Section 91 on the basis that it violates the Charter’s protection of freedom of expression under section 2(b). See Canadian Constitutional Foundation v. Attorney General of Canada, Notice of Application filed in the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, Docket CV - 1900627380 (Sept. 13, 2019). The Ontario Superior Court declined the Canadian Constitution Foundation’s application to have the issue determined on an urgent basis during the election period of the 2019 federal election. See Canadian Constitution Foundation v. Canada (Attorney General), 2019 ONSC 5795, at para. 8. As of this writing, the case has yet to be heard.
errors. The lack of a knowledge requirement is partially offset by the requirement that the person making the false statement intends to affect the results of the election. Unlike the ban on misleading publications, however, the prohibition on false statements lacks exemptions for satire and parody. In addition, the revised Section 91 includes false statements made about public figures “associated with” a party, which could in theory cover any public figure whose political affiliation is a matter of public record.

On the other hand, a court could be persuaded that the prohibition is a necessary protection against the harm of false election information. Electoral disinformation disseminated through social media could seriously undermine the fairness and integrity of an election, and by extension, could destabilize public confidence in the election. Like the ban on misleading publications, the prohibition on false statements is meant to prohibit a constrained subset of fake news that could mislead voters about essential information necessary for informed voting. The measure does not prohibit false statements about the vast majority of political issues at stake in an election, which mitigates to some degree concerns about the prohibition’s chilling effect on speech. The fact that the prior version of section 91, which was broader in its reach, had already been in operation likewise mitigates such concerns. As revised, Section 91 focuses on certain basic facts about a candidate, such as citizenship and place of birth, which are verifiable and therefore raise fewer thorny questions about the definition of “false” speech. Given current concerns about disinformation and foreign interference, a court could find that the main thrust of Section 91 is constitutional but it would likely only do so while simultaneously reading in exemptions for innocent errors, and for satire or parody, in addition to excluding the provision’s application to public figures associated with a party. Alternatively, a court could issue a suspended declaration of invalidity to enable the government to include such exemptions and tailor the scope of the prohibition. Because it is a close constitutional question, much will ultimately turn on the sufficiency of the government’s evidence not only with respect to the harm of disinformation in general but also with respect to the narrower issue of the harm caused by false statements concerning certain basic facts about candidates and party leaders.
b. Content-Based Self-Regulation

In many liberal democracies, online platforms engage in the self-regulation of user-generated content. The platforms are incentivized by statutory limited liability regimes under which intermediaries are not held responsible for third party content. In exchange for the limited liability, online platforms are asked to cooperate with government requests to remove illegal content. Content removal regulation broadly follows a notice-and-takedown approach rather than requiring platforms to monitor content on an ongoing basis. Online platforms, however, are increasingly seeking out and removing certain types of content. Typically, content filtering is restricted to extremist and terrorist speech. Facebook is developing technology, including artificial intelligence, to proactively remove content such as nudity and graphic violence, hate speech, fake accounts, spam, and terrorist propaganda. Online platforms also vet paid political content, although they do so without significant accountability or transparency. However, Mark Zuckerberg announced in October 2019 that Facebook would not police

---

89 See Kate Klonick, The New Governors: The People, Rules, and Processes Governing Online Speech, 131 HARV. L. REV. 1598 (2018) (arguing that private content platforms are systems of governance); see also Persily, supra note 2, at 74 (arguing that online platforms are the “new intermediary institutions for our present politics”).
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political advertising on the grounds that tech companies should not be monitoring political content, even if the content contains false claims.\textsuperscript{95}

Although online platforms initially resisted the idea that misinformation spread through their platforms could sway election results, they have since taken steps to address election interference.\textsuperscript{96} As discussed above, Facebook established an Ad Library to comply with the digital registry requirements of the \textit{Elections Modernization Act}.\textsuperscript{97} In 2017, Facebook launched the Canadian Election Integrity Initiative.\textsuperscript{98} The initiative includes a digital news literacy campaign, a crisis hotline for politicians and political parties whose accounts are hacked, and a “cyber hygiene” guide for Canadian politicians.\textsuperscript{99} The objective of the cyber hygiene guide is to provide politicians with information on cyber threats and social media security management.\textsuperscript{100} In June 2018, Facebook launched third-party fact-checking with an international certified fact-checker, Agence France-Presse (AFP).\textsuperscript{101} AFP fact-checkers review news stories, photos, and videos and rate them for accuracy.\textsuperscript{102} Facebook reduces the distribution of stories that are rated “false” and it also informs those who have already shared the false story that there is
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additional reporting. If a Facebook page is a repeat offender, Facebook will reduce the distribution of the page as a whole, and will also prevent it from advertising or making money on the site. One fact-checking AFP journalist has revealed that between 300 to 2,000 posts are flagged in Canada every day. A common category is fake news about immigration, religion, or the current government.

The impact of fact-checking is questionable. For example, Facebook’s fact-checking program debunked a false story which claimed that 200 soldiers from Mali were sent to Canada and then disappeared. Although the false post was flagged by AFP’s Canada bureau, it received 14,600 engagements on Facebook as compared to only 109 engagements for AFP’s fact-checking post. Facebook claims, however, that false articles have dropped by 80% thanks to the fact-checking program. However, there is no independent verification process. Critics have argued that Facebook should make its data
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publicly available so that there can be an independent assessment of the impact of fact-checking on the prevalence of fake news.\textsuperscript{110}

In addition to complying with the ad registry requirements, Twitter set up a site integrity team to monitor the platform on a daily basis, and to ensure the authenticity of tweets during the election period.\textsuperscript{111} In July 2019, Twitter announced that it was rolling out a pilot project in Canada that would allow users to hide some responses on their tweets, with readers needing to click on a feature to reveal them. While the hidden replies would be available, they would not be included in the original tweet thread.\textsuperscript{112} The objective of this feature is to give users greater control over the debates prompted by their tweets.\textsuperscript{113} Twitter took other steps to prevent disruption of the election, such as cracking down on bots, and working with Elections Canada and the Commissioner of Canada Elections.\textsuperscript{114} Critics contend, however, that Twitter had not done enough to prevent abuse on its platform, including the use of automated bots.\textsuperscript{115}

While there are benefits to content-based self-regulation, a certain amount of skepticism is warranted. It must be kept in mind, as Abby Wood and Ann Ravel observe, that there is a conflict of interest at work because online platforms are primarily motivated by a profit motive, rendering them unreliable as self-regulators due to the revenue streams generated by disinformation.\textsuperscript{116} Nor are online platforms reliable defenders of democracy. As Nathaniel Persily argues, online platforms “were not created principally to serve democratic values and do not have as their lodestar the fostering of a well-informed and critically minded electorate.”\textsuperscript{117}
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V. NORM-BASED INITIATIVES

The Canadian government has launched two norm-based initiatives to address disinformation. These public-led initiatives identify standards, best practices, and objectives to govern the digital world. The first initiative is the Declaration on Election Integrity, a non-binding document issued by the (now-abolished) Ministry of Democratic Institutions and signed by several major online companies. The second initiative, the Digital Charter, which was issued by the Ministry of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, sets out ten principles that will be used by the government to guide innovation and regulation.

The first initiative, The Declaration on Electoral Integrity, was announced by the government in May 2018. It was designed “to help combat the spread of misinformation in the run-up to the fall federal election . . . .” Maj. companies, including Facebook, Microsoft, Google, and Twitter, signed on to the Declaration. The Declaration acknowledged the dilemma posed by social media, noting that while social media plays “a meaningful role in promoting a healthy and resilient democracy,” online platforms have also been “used to spread disinformation in an attempt to undermine free and fair elections and core democratic institutions and aggravate existing societal tensions.” The Declaration also stated that the government and online platforms would work together to protect the upcoming election and “to support healthy political discourse.” To this end, the Declaration identified three pillars—integrity, transparency, and authenticity—with corresponding objectives for each pillar.
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With respect to integrity, online platforms committed to intensify their efforts to combat disinformation and promote transparency while keeping Canadians informed about their “efforts to safeguard the Internet ecosystem.”\textsuperscript{123} They would also apply their most effective tools to protect democratic processes and institutions, in particular with respect to cybersecurity incidents, the protection of privacy, and the protection against the misrepresentation of candidates, parties, and electoral officials.\textsuperscript{124} With respect to transparency, online platforms committed to ensure transparency for regulated political advertising, and to ensure that their terms and conditions are easily accessible and fairly enforced. As for authenticity, online platforms pledged to remove fake accounts and inauthentic content on their platforms, block and remove malicious bots, and help users understand the sources of information.\textsuperscript{125} For its part, the government committed to provide online platforms with points-of-contact for election-related matters, and the public with clear and impartial information on any cyber incidents. It also pledged to promote information sharing that could help to identify and thwart malicious actors.\textsuperscript{126} Both the government and online platforms committed to work with civil society and educational institutions to support efforts to improve digital literacy and cybersecurity practices.\textsuperscript{127}

A year later, in May 2019, the federal government announced a second initiative, the Digital Charter.\textsuperscript{128} The purpose of the Digital Charter is to modernize the regulatory framework for the digital sphere while rehabilitating citizens’ trust in the digital landscape. The Charter identifies ten principles which will provide a framework for harnessing the power of digital transformation while protecting citizens’ privacy.\textsuperscript{129}
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The ten principles of the Charter are: universal access; safety and security; control and consent; transparency, portability and interoperability; open and modern digital government; a level playing field; data and digital for good; strong democracy; freedom from hate and violent extremism; and strong enforcement and real accountability.\textsuperscript{130} Although the Digital Charter does not have legal force, the government indicated that it would aim to introduce new legislation after the 2019 federal election.\textsuperscript{131}

While both the Declaration on Electoral Integrity and the Digital Charter are publicly-led initiatives, the Declaration on Electoral Integrity has the advantage of also being privately endorsed by online platforms. The main drawback to a norms-based approach, however, is that it relies on large social media platforms to do the right thing rather than requiring them to do so. That being said, there is value to the Declaration on Electoral Integrity and the Digital Charter because they establish democracy-enhancing norms which will help to guide actions or at the very least will provide a standard by which to judge actions taken or not taken. Not only do norms play a crucial role in regulating democratic practices, they also have the potential of being adopted at some point as mandatory regulations.

VI. MEDIA LITERACY AND CITIZEN EDUCATION

Prior to the 2019 federal election, the Canadian government announced funding of $7 million under the auspices of the Digital Citizen Initiative to promote digital media literacy.\textsuperscript{132} The literacy program would be

provided through third-party educational activities. The objective is to enhance the resilience of citizens against online harms by giving them the tools to critically assess online information, to recognize malicious interference, to avoid online manipulation, and to engage effectively in public debate.133 A second investment of almost $20 million has been earmarked for a new Digital Citizen Research Program to address online disinformation and its impact on society.134

Elections Canada also took steps to ensure that Canadians have access to reliable information in the lead-up to the 2019 federal election. It provided information on how to register, vote and be a candidate through a multimedia information campaign. Elections Canada also monitored the information environment to keep tabs on incidents that could undermines the administration of the election and on inaccurate information that could confuse people or prevent them from voting. In addition, the agency committed to take active steps to correct any false information about the electoral process, in particular with respect to fake accounts impersonating Elections Canada.135

Various jurisdictions have invested in media literacy. For example, Finland, Sweden and the Netherlands teach school children digital literacy and fact-checking methods to detect misinformation.136 California passed a law in 2018 that requires the Department of Education to provide media literacy resources on its website.137
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Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Mexico, and Washington state have also passed legislation relating to media literacy education in schools.\textsuperscript{138}

In addition, online platforms have adopted media literacy programs. In 2017, Google announced that it would be providing $500,000 for media literacy training aimed at Canadian elementary and high school students.\textsuperscript{139} The program was further expanded in May 2019.\textsuperscript{140} For the 2019 election, Google launched a dedicated channel on its YouTube platform to highlight “authoritative” news coverage of the campaign.\textsuperscript{141} It pledged that it would not attempt to balance stories in terms of their political leanings or coverage of the parties.\textsuperscript{142} Facebook recently launched a two-year partnership with MediaSmarts in order to promote media literacy.\textsuperscript{143}

The main drawback to citizen education and media literacy initiatives is that they are not on their own sufficient to address the problem of disinformation. Furthermore, these efforts do not lead to the education of the majority of the population. That being said, these educational efforts are preferable to a state of affairs in which neither the government nor online platforms make media literacy a priority.

\section*{VII. CONCLUSION}

This Article has argued for a multifaceted public-private approach to the challenge of protecting the electoral process from the harms of disinformation. Such an approach employs a suite of complementary strategies—including disclosure rules, political ad registries, narrow
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content-based regulations against false election speech, self-regulation by online platforms, norm-based initiatives, civic education, and media literacy. It also deploys a mix of regulatory styles, including legal regulation, self-regulation, and co-regulation. This Article has shown how the approach in Canada is multifaceted in both of these respects. In addition to incorporating a wide range of tactics by both public and private actors, the Canadian approach has adopted a mix of regulatory styles. The Article also canvasses the advantages and drawbacks of each individual tactic.

In addition, this Article has focused on the dilemma posed by protecting the democratic process from disinformation while also protecting the freedom of speech. It has argued that a multifaceted public-private approach allows for the trade-off between disinformation and free speech to be optimized. The combined and interactive effects of a multifaceted approach provide helpful protections against some of the harms of disinformation. More importantly, the adoption of these multifaceted public-private strategies signals the importance of electoral integrity to citizens thereby bolstering public trust in elections, a key ingredient of long-term democratic stability.144
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